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With a history spanning over 135 years, Fort Missoula, Montana, was involved in several 
aspects of local and national history, including the Battle of the Big Hole, the 25th 
Infantry Bicycle Corps, the Civilian Conservation Corps, and World War II internment 
camp.  In the 1980s, former University of Montana anthropology professor Carling 
Malouf led a series of excavations, recovering hundreds of artifacts which, until this 
project, had been left unanalyzed.  Over the course of two years and over 1500 hours of 
invested labor, the collections were re-processed, analyzed and curated, producing a 
detailed artifact catalogue and establishing provenience for most of the assemblage. 
 
One of Malouf’s excavation units, Trench 2, recovered artifacts from the 1890s period of 
fort use.  The high ratio of personal artifacts allowed for a qualitative comparison of the 
assemblage with material culture from a contemporary military outpost: Fort Mackinac, 
Michigan, in which material signatures of both military structure and individual agency 
were established.  Following recent attempts by other historical archaeologists to study 
the individual within archaeological assemblages, this thesis draws correlations between 
the role of an individual soldier stationed at Fort Missoula and individual artifacts. 
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Chapter 1: An Introduction to the Fort Missoula Project 
 
 
 
Fort Missoula:  135 Years of History 
 Fort Missoula, formally established in 1876, is located on the southwest edge of 
Missoula, Montana on the east banks of the Bitterroot River.  Through the course of its 
history it has served as an infantry post, a regional headquarters for the Civilian 
Conservation Corps, a WWII internment camp for Italian and German detainees, and is 
today the location of a museum dedicated to the history of Missoula County and its 
environs.  A number of businesses and organizations also currently operate out of the 
buildings at Fort Missoula, including the U.S. Forest Service, the Northern Rockies 
Heritage Center, Western Cultural, Inc., and the Missoula Indian Center. 
 Several archaeological excavations and survey projects have taken place at the 
fort since the early 1980s.  Western Cultural, Inc. and Lone Wolf Archaeology have 
completed a number of cultural resource inventories in conjunction with development 
projects affecting the fort.  As part of an archaeological survey class, the University of 
Montana over the course of several years between the 1980s and the 2000s, surveyed, 
mapped, and excavated several structures in the original Officers Row, as well as a dump 
area representing over a century of fort use.  While the bulk of this thesis research was 
dedicated to cleaning, sorting, and cataloguing the collections recovered during these 
projects, one particular assemblage consisting of objects excavated by Dr. Carling 
Malouf and Dr. Duane Hampton from the fort’s dump between 1983 and 1985 had the 
potential to be used for an agency-oriented analysis, the details of which are outlined 
below. 
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Thesis Objectives 
 The first objective of this thesis was to clean, sort, and catalogue materials 
recovered from three decades of excavations at the fort; many of these materials no 
longer retained organized provenience.  As repository space becomes more expensive to 
maintain, archaeologists may find research opportunities by going through past 
collections, reorganizing them (or in some cases, organizing them for the first time), and 
using an inductive approach to determine how such collections may elucidate the past 
(e.g., Salmon 1976; Kinney 1996).  The success of this strategy depends largely upon the 
curatorial health of the collection, how much of an investment a researcher is willing to 
make, and luck.  I decided to make the investment, and over the course of two years, 
cleaned, sorted, analyzed, and catalogued over five thousand artifacts produced by 
University of Montana excavations.  As part of this project, I had to track down 
paperwork, correspondence, or other documents related to the excavations, most of which 
were not stored with the artifacts themselves.  This work led to an extensive catalogue of 
recovered artifacts from almost all periods of fort use (Appendix A), which revealed that 
hundreds of items from the dump site could be associated with the 1890s, a time when 
Fort Missoula was home to one of the more memorable units in frontier military history: 
the 25th Infantry Bicycle Corps. 
 Over 1400 individual artifacts were dated to the 1890s.  With a high ratio of 
domestic, architectural, and personal artifacts, some related to military service (uniform 
buttons, rifle cartridges, etc.), the collection from the fort’s dump provided an opportunity 
to consider how individuals operated within a military framework.  As a second research 
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goal, I posed the following question: ―How are individuals deviating from military 
uniformity, as expressed by the material record?‖  Merely noting that the overall artifact 
pattern is typical of military activities on the frontier (South 1978) fails to acknowledge 
the intimate nature of some of the personal artifacts and what they imply for everyday life 
at the fort.  Taking a closer look at buttons, toys, bottles, and smoking paraphernalia 
follows recent trends in historical archaeology where researchers have been examining 
household archaeological assemblages to consider how individuals within those 
households lived, worked, and expressed themselves amid various social and cultural 
contexts (e.g., Barile and Brandon 2004; Pluckhahn 2010). 
 Identifying individuality distinct from prescribed military activity requires 
determining what artifacts reflect a military structure, or context, and what artifacts 
reflect individual agency within that context.  I compared material from the dump at Fort 
Missoula with the 1965 excavation of a second refuse dump at Fort Mackinac, Michigan, 
to determine whether and how a military structure is reflected when compared in these 
assemblages.  Although several types of personal artifacts were found at both sites, 
several items from Fort Missoula exhibited modification, re-use, or other characteristics 
that indicated single, individual actions of their users.  Analyzing these actions within a 
theoretical framework of human agency has subsequently drawn attention to the ways in 
which enlisted men at Fort Missoula adapted to their surroundings and expressed 
individuality. 
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Agency Theory: Perspective and Directions 
 Once the Fort Missoula collections were processed, a relatively large number 
(100+) of personal artifacts began to emerge.  I began to contemplate the decisions 
individuals made to acquire and use their items while living in the context of military 
structure.  Were special items being imported from distant lands or were certain items 
modified from their original form and purpose?  Why?   A bottle of cologne from Lowell, 
Massachusetts, for example, seemed to be out of place in South’s frontier pattern 
(1978:229-230).  A single gaming die, whittled in just a way so that any given roll will 
provide a 5/6 chance of turning up a five, evokes images of ―drunk soldiers, dark 
barracks with kerosene lamps…‖, and dice games that might not have been as fair as 
some would have thought (Eugene Hattori 2010, pers. comm.).  Whether such games 
were actually played is purely speculative, but these artifacts, along with others that will 
be described herein, reveal the complex dimensions of military life and vices not 
necessarily sanctioned by military protocol. 
 Using such artifacts as a springboard, it is possible to examine the relationship 
between structure and human agency, determining how we can study individuals in a 
collective setting.  The idea of whittling down a historical population and focusing on the 
individual action of people other than ―big men in history‖ or the heads of households is 
emerging as a focus in historical archaeology, with some researchers advocating for 
shifting focus from broad comparative approaches (Praetzellis and Praetzellis 2001) to a 
more contextualized approach where interpretation of artifacts can focus on the daily 
lives and actions with respect to issues of time and space (e.g. Thomas 2001; Bender 
2002), as well as the social context within which they are used (e.g., White 2009a).  This 
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contextual approach to agency will be used to analyze personal artifacts from the dump at 
Fort Missoula. 
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Chapter 2: The History of Fort Missoula 
 
 
 
Introduction 
 Fort Missoula, established in 1876 on the east bank of the Bitterroot River 
southwest of Missoula, is a significant historic site in western Montana.  Originally 
constructed as a small infantry post in the late 19th-century, it later served as the location 
for the regional headquarters for the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) in the 1930s, 
and a detention center for Italian detainees and Japanese-American citizens during the 
Second World War.  The area is currently used by federal agencies and local businesses, 
as well as serving as the site for the Historical Museum at Fort Missoula, an institution 
dedicated to preserving and interpreting aspects of Montana’s history. 
 What follows is a brief summary of Fort Missoula’s history.  Since the collections 
used for this thesis are associated with the fort’s late 19
th
-century occupation, significant 
periods of the fort’s use after 1900 will not be as detailed as much as the period of the 
original fort.  For those seeking more information about the fort’s 1930s use as a CCC 
regional headquarters and its use during WWII as a detention facility, readers are 
encouraged to review Wallace Long’s pamphlet The Military History of Fort Missoula 
(1991) and Carol Van Valkenburg’s book, An Alien Place: The Fort Missoula, Montana, 
Detention Camp 1941-1944 (1995).  Readers are also invited to visit the site of Fort 
Missoula, where the Historical Museum provides a tour of several buildings from various 
phases of the fort’s history and hosts informative exhibitions regarding Missoula’s past 
and present. 
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Site Location: The Fort Missoula Historic District (24-MO-0266) 
 Fort Missoula is located in western Montana, and as of 2011 occupies 
approximately 170 acres.  Situated southwest of Missoula, it was placed on the east bank 
of the Bitterroot River roughly three miles southeast of the point where the Clark Fork 
River and the Bitterroot River converge (Figure 2.1).   
 
Figure 2.1. The location of Fort Missoula with respect to the city of Missoula and the surrounding 
area.  Mapped using ArcGIS 10. 
 
 
 As a historic district registered with the National Register of Historic Places 
(NRHP), Fort Missoula currently uses the Smithsonian trinomial 24-MO-0266.  Prior to 
listing on the NRHP, the area consisted of several separate archaeological sites, each with 
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their own site number (Light 2000).  After the nomination process, the following site 
numbers were removed and consolidated into the district in 1987: 
24-MO-0173:  The original 1877 buildings from when Fort Missoula was 
established were recorded under this site number.  Ownership includes the 
University of Montana, the United States Army, and the City of Missoula. 
24-MO-0178:  The NCO housing which was constructed during the 
reconstruction period between 1900 and 1915.  Noted for its Spanish-style 
architecture, these structures are currently owned and occupied by a variety of 
businesses, including the Northern Rockies Heritage Center, the United States 
Army, the University of Montana, and the City of Missoula. 
20-MO-0188: This was the trash site for Fort Missoula, recorded by Carling 
Malouf in 1981, and located on the western edge of the fort.  Although the site 
number was incorporated into site number 24-MO-0266 in 1987, the site 
boundaries of 24-MO-0266 do not include the trash scatter as indicated by 
Malouf’s original site map (Figures 2.2 and 2.3).  This area is owned by the 
University of Montana. 
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Figure 2.2. Site 24-MO-0188, the Fort Missoula dump area, as depicted by Carling Malouf in 1981. 
Mapped using ArcGis 10. 
  
 
 
Figure 2.3. Boundaries of the Fort Missoula Historic District (24-MO-0266) and the dump site (24-
MO-0188).  The dump's site number was incoprorated into the district in 1987, but the site area was 
not.  Mapped using ArcGIS 10. 
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 The imbroglio of ownership, particularly towards the western end of the fort 
where less development has occurred, has been a source of confusion for anyone working 
at the site (Dan Hall 2009, pers. comm.; Jason Bain 2010, pers. comm.).  Also adding to 
the confusion are several historic structures, including a school from Grant Creek, 
Montana and a train depot from Drummond, Montana.  These structures, although 
historic, were moved from their original locations for purposes of preservation and 
therefore were not considered as contributing elements to the historic value of the fort.  
For further information regarding the specific locations of Fort Missoula site features, the 
Montana State Historic Preservation Office in Helena, Montana has a variety of resources 
on hand, including site maps, historic photography, and cultural resource inventories. 
 
1876 – 1908, Original Fort Missoula 
 In the years immediately preceding Fort Missoula’s establishment in March of 
1876, tension was running high among locals in the valleys of the Hell Gate (now 
referred to as the Clark Fork) and Bitterroot Rivers.  Captain Jack of the Modoc tribe had 
just defeated General Canby’s forces in California, and residents of Missoula feared that 
the Flathead, Nez Perce, and Kootenai natives would be inclined towards similar actions 
(Weekly Missoulian 1874a:2; 1874b:2; 1875a:2; 1875b:3; 1875c:2).  After several years 
of pressure from Montana’s territorial delegate, Martin Maginnis, the United States War 
Department eventually instructed Lt. Col. Wesley Merritt to go to the Missoula Valley to 
determine suitable locations for a two-company post (Weekly Missoulian 1876; 
Rothermich 1936).  Besides being strategically defensible, an appropriate area needed to 
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have adequate timber resources for fort construction and maintenance. Figure 2.4, a 
survey map developed by the U.S. army in 1877, shows the original Fort Missoula 
reserve.  Not included in this map are the timber reserves (now used by the Larchmont 
Golf Course) located between the fort and Reserve Street. 
 
 
Figure 2.4. Original Fort Missoula survey map, 1877.  Courtesy of the Historical Museum at Fort 
Missoula. 
 
Once a reservation was established, Captain Charles C. Rawn, along with 
companies A and I of the 7th Infantry, began construction of Fort Missoula on the 25 
June 1877.  Although Captain Rawn’s correspondence indicates that the local natives 
were peaceful and that a military outpost served more to calm settlers than the Flathead 
and Kootenai tribes, members of the 7th Infantry out of Fort Missoula were called to 
action in support of General Gibbon’s campaign against the Nez Perce (Rothermich 
1936; Blades 1949; Long 1991).  After an engagement at the Battle of the Big Hole on 9 
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August 1877, the 7th Infantry remained at Fort Missoula until being replaced by 
companies B, D, H and I of the 3rd Infantry three months later, on 14 November 1877.  
Once at the fort, the 3rd Infantry completed construction of the barracks, officers 
quarters, and other buildings, and remained on active duty until 1888, when a change of 
garrison brought companies G, H, I, and K of the 25th Infantry to Missoula. 
The 25th Infantry, along with the 24th Infantry and the 9th and 10th Cavalry, 
were comprised of African-American soldiers who saw duty throughout the American 
West (Fletcher 1974; Bailey 1997).  Although stationed at Fort Missoula for ten years, 
many remember the 25th Infantry for their role as the Bicycle Corps.  This experimental 
unit, organized by Lt. James A. Moss, followed previous successes in military bicycling 
by various European militaries (Moss 1897).  Moss developed several drills, bugle calls, 
and a formation manual, which he put to use during bicycle expeditions to what is now 
Yellowstone National Park, McDonald Lake in Glacier National Park, and St. Louis, 
Missouri.  Despite their success, as well as continued interest from General Mills and 
other commanding officers, the Bicycle Corps was disbanded in 1898 when the United 
States entered the Spanish-American War. 
At its highest point of occupation between 1877 and 1898, Fort Missoula housed 
216 soldiers, as well as military families and individuals associated with day-to-day 
operation of the fort (Rothermich 1936).  In addition to serving the original fort structures 
(Figure 2.5), the dump area (previously discussed as site 24-MO-0188 – see Figure 2.2 
and 2.3) was used for a wide range of household refuse.  In a 2003 cultural resources 
report prepared for the Parks and Recreation Department of Missoula, Dan Hall suggests 
that an empty lot north of the original fort may have also been used as a dump area.  If 
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Hall is correct in his assumption, the second dump was used very briefly: other than a 
couple dozen rifle cartridges dating to the 1880s, only five fragments of glass were 
recovered from 21 contiguous 1m by 1m test excavation units.  Material excavated by 
Carling Malouf and Duane Hampton in the 1980s indicate the main dump area for the 
25th Infantry was site 24-MO-0188. 
 
Figure 2.5. Map of Fort Missoula, 1989.  The original buildings from 1877 were used until 1908, 
when new facilities were constructed to the east.  Courtesy of the Historical Museum at Fort 
Missoula. 
 
As the 25th Infantry had been called to action in Cuba, and there was no pressing 
need for an active military post in Missoula, the fort was ordered abandoned in March of 
1898 (Blades 1949).  Local protest, as well as pressure from Montana’s Senator Thomas 
A. Carter, eventually led to the revocation of the order, but the strength of the post was 
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reduced from over two hundred to twenty.  A local volunteer cavalry unit occupied Fort 
Missoula until 1901, when Company C of the 8th Infantry arrived.  The 8th remained at 
the fort until 1921, when they were replaced by the 1st Battalion, 58th Infantry. 
 
1908 – 1915, Reconstruction Period 
Despite ―recurrent threats of closure by the Army‖ (National Park Service [NPS] 
1987) and a skeleton force of one or two companies, lobbying efforts of then-Senator 
Joseph Dixon kept the fort in operation.  Using funds appropriated by Dixon in 1904, 
construction began in 1908 of a completely new Officers Row east of the original parade 
grounds.  Completed in 1915, this new row of buildings reflects trends toward Spanish 
Mission-style architecture throughout Montana (Chacón 2001).  Despite the updated 
facilities, the fort saw little use and until 1933, no significant activities took place on Fort 
Missoula grounds apart from University of Montana mechanics training during WWI 
(Blades 1949; Long 1991). 
 
1933-1941, Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) 
During the Great Depression, Fort Missoula was selected to be the western 
Montana headquarters for the CCC.  Several new warehouses, shop buildings, and an 
administrative building were included as part of the active infrastructure, but because the 
area was ―chronically over-developed and under-utilized‖ (NPS 1987), little new 
construction was required.  Besides maintaining the local CCC crews, the fort also acted 
as a supply center for other CCC outfits throughout Montana and Idaho. 
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1941-1944, World War II 
When the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor on 7 December 1941, President 
Roosevelt had already impounded Axis ships in anticipation of war.  Italian citizens 
aboard the ships, as well as other Italian workers throughout the United States, could not 
be allowed return to Italy, where they might become enemy soldiers.  Under the control 
of Immigration and Naturalization Service, Fort Missoula’s facilities provided an ideal 
place for the detention of over 1200 Italians and over 600 Japanese-Americans deemed a 
national security risk (NPS 1987; Van Valkenburg 1995).  A great deal of barracks 
buildings were fabricated and constructed to the east of the new Officers Row, and the 
entire area was fitted with security fences and guard towers. 
When Italy surrendered in 1944, the Immigration Service officially closed the 
detention camp.  Most buildings associated with the detention center were torn down, but 
the Historical Museum at Fort Missoula maintains several for interpretive purposes, 
including the one where Japanese-American loyalty hearings were held. 
 
1945-Present, Modern Use 
After WWII ended, local businesses began using the buildings in the Fort 
Missoula district for a variety of reasons, including office space.  The establishment of 
the Historical Museum at Fort Missoula led to the preservation of many structures 
associated with various periods of fort use, as well as removal of historic buildings from 
around Montana onto fort grounds for preservation and interpretation.  To this day the 
fort remains a central aspect of Missoula’s cultural history and identity.  
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Chapter 3: Archaeology and the Agency Paradigm 
 
What Exactly is Agency? – A Theoretical History 
 Agency has been defined as ―the capacity that all individual humans (or agents) 
actively shape and transform their world, with a degree of self-conscious or awareness 
that sets them apart from other species‖ (Gardner 2008:95-97).  ―Active involvement‖ of 
individuals must be conceived in terms of social and physical relations (Barnes 2000:17), 
or as the ability to take action with consideration to context (Joyce and Lopiparo 2005).  
The most applicable definition for this thesis treats agency as the means through which 
individuals act as decision makers, taking action in accordance with individual goals and 
priorities in an effort to optimize their success in achieving them.  This approach was 
developed through rational choice theory, a subset of agency theory that tends to focus on 
individual tendencies, and although it has typically been employed when studying 
multiple sites (Abell 2000; Barnes 2000; Garner 2008), it works equally well for this 
study of Fort Missoula’s 19th century occupation.  The nature of the fort’s collection as a 
―snapshot in time‖, which will be discussed to great detail in chapter 4, allowed me to 
establish a temporal context within which items of expressed agency could be examined. 
 The idea of individuals being active players has been a central theme of western 
philosophy, and can be traced back to Aristotle’s discussion on whether or not people 
could be held accountable for their actions in certain situations.  Individualism, free will, 
and accountability became the cornerstone for the establishment of democracy and 
philosophical ideas discussed by John Locke, David Hume, and Adam Smith, and the 
development of social sciences – archaeology included – were the eventual academic 
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byproducts of these discussions about the interplay between individual decisions and 
agency in the context of various situations (Archer 1988; Dobres and Robb 2000). 
 Once the independent nature of the self was established, the concept of 
structuralism and established context began to circulate within the humanities.  Expressed 
in terms of binary opposition, French anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss drew on 
previous work on normativism by Émile Durkheim and suggested that humans 
experience their cultural world by interpreting things in contrast with their opposites.  In 
his model, as humans navigated their world, inherent and learned preconceptions of 
success:failure, right:wrong, good:evil would guide their actions (Dobres and Robb 2000; 
Lévi-Strauss 2001; Erickson and Murphy 2003:94).  As these ideas expanded from 
French schools of anthropology into British circles during the 1940s and 1950s, Edmund 
Leach took the position that binary concepts were not rigidly established in the minds of 
individuals, but were the subject of constant negotiation (Leach 2001). 
 
Let’s Get Anthropological: The Binford Revolution and its Consequences 
Despite all these developments in linguistics, anthropology, sociology, and other 
disciplines, the field of archaeology remained, for the most part, devoid of such 
theoretical progress during the early 20th century.  Early work by Leslie White, Julian 
Steward, and other archaeologists attempted to bridge the gap between culture-history 
and strict functionalism approaches (Trigger 1996), but the injection of processual 
anthropological theory into archaeological methods is generally credited to Lewis 
Binford.  His 1962 article ―Archaeology as Anthropology‖ and subsequent publications 
(e.g., Binford and Binford 1968) encouraged archaeologists to share the same goals as 
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American anthropologists: explaining similarities and differences between behavior.  
Although anthropologists studying contemporary cultures have the luxury of dialogue 
and feedback from their subject, archaeologists were uniquely situated to explore 
elements of change over long periods of time. 
In separate reviews on the history of a theory of agency, Bruce Trigger (1996) and 
Marcia-Anne Dobres and John Robb (2000) observed that, although Binford’s influence 
could have led to several avenues of theoretical inquiry, he promoted the idea that social 
change occurred primarily as a result of adaptation to environmental factors and that 
assemblages could provide opportunities for systematic analysis of patterned behavior 
within environmental constraints.  Thus Binford’s ideas were critiqued for failing to 
recognize elements of creativity or agency on an individual level (e.g., Hodder 1985).  
Rather than acting out solely in response to environmental events, individuals had to re-
interpret cultural norms and apply learned behavior to new and changing environments.  
Such negotiation and re-interpretation was defined by Pierre Bourdieu (1977) as habitus: 
that actions are dependent upon previously learned cultural behavior in contrast with a 
new context.  Bourdieu’s work provided archaeologists with a convenient framework for 
applying cultural change to individual actors. 
The way in which habitus could be observed through material culture fit well with 
Marxist ideas.  Dobres and Robb refer to two passages from discussions by Marx and 
Engels as being particularly influential to the directions taken by post-processual 
archaeologists moving away from Binford’s processual approach: 
―men make their own history, but they do not make it just as they please, they do 
not make it under circumstances chosen by themselves, but under circumstances 
directly encountered, given, and transmitted from the past‖ 
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      (Marx 1963:15 [orig. 1869]); 
―As individuals express their life, so they are.  What they are, therefore, coincides 
with their production, both with what they produce and with how they produce‖ 
      (Marx and Engels 1970: 42). 
Implications for a convergence of Bourdieu’s writings with those of Marx and 
Engels set the stage for two important changes in archaeological theory.  First, it took the 
concept of binary opposition and dualism towards a framework of dialectics, where 
identity and action on an individual scale cannot be separated from contextual structure 
(Dobres and Robb 2000; Meskell and Preucel 2004; Joyce and Lopiparo 2005).  With a 
dialectic approach, agency and structure are seen as inseparable elements of an ongoing 
process.  Second, it provided an interpretive venue which allowed Marxists, feminists, 
structuralists, symbolists, and others to find common ground for exploring the complex 
ways in which behavior and social structures are reproduced/rejected (Johnson 2000). 
 
Agency Comes of Age – Developments in the 1980s and Onward 
 After initial development, agency-based research in archaeology meandered 
between studies of individuals (Hodder 2000) and collective groups (Pauketat 2000, 
2001).  But past that, use of agency theory rarely went past a brief acknowledgement that 
individuals do have some degree of flexibility for decision-making within their social and 
physical contexts.  Andrew Gardner (2008:95-96) determined that because a theory of 
agency was so vague and nebulous, it could be sub-divided into five separate types of 
agencies, each addressing different ways of interpreting a material record: 
1)Power – If we associate agency with the ability for individuals to act out 
against, resist, reinforce, or otherwise interact with a superimposed structure, we can 
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study material products of agency as representative of how individuals constructed their 
lives within certain constraints.  Such constraints, Gardner argues, can provide 
opportunities for changing and transforming social structures. 
2)Action – Material culture is the embodiment of human action, which is in turn 
established in a dialogue with other individuals, the natural world, and perceived social 
structure. 
3)Time – Archaeology’s strength is in the ability to gauge trends in human 
behavior over time.  The retention of values expressed in archaeological deposits, as well 
as historical documentation, can be viewed in contrast with elements of societies that 
change as time passes. 
4)Relationships – As people interact with their surroundings, they create 
meaningful relationships with it.  Elements of perception, whether of the self or others, 
can influence not only externally viewable elements of social change, but the personal 
motivations behind it. 
5)Humanity – To explore motivations behind human decision-making is to 
explore the very nature of what makes us human in the first place.  What differences exist 
between cultures and individuals in terms of self-understanding.  And also, what 
similarities?  
 
 These distinctions offer researchers ways to move past the concept of agency as 
something that can be studied and allow more sophisticated questions of how it can be 
studied to surface.  If relationships, action, or power lead to the accumulation of material 
signatures, then we should be able to observe patterns in the record and make inferences 
from them. 
 Agency theory, however, is not without its criticism.  If we take the position that 
agency is entirely dependent upon and embedded in context, then a cross-cultural 
comparison of agency is futile and does not take into account specific elements of an 
environment that influence expressions of agency (Barrett 2000; Johnson 2000).  A 
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context specific approach thus rejects the very idea of habitus that led to explicit 
examinations of agency in the first place (Hodder 2003; Joyce and Lopiparo 2005).  If 
specific contexts are required in order for an accurate understanding of what led to 
individuals taking action in the first place, then we cannot apply values learned from 
previous contexts to actions taken elsewhere.  And without cross-cultural comparison of 
actions, it has been noted that there is really no way to judge the relative accuracy of 
archaeological interpretations grounded in agency theory.  Ultimately, we would not only 
just be telling stories, but only one story out of many (Binford 1983:31). 
As ideas of agency were being refined, the field of historical archaeology began 
gaining sophistication, with an emphasis on specific sites and households (e.g., Deetz 
1982; Wilk and Rathje 1982).  For example, instead of looking at overall trends across 
any number of related sites, Deetz (1982) recognized that individual households could be 
studied as small representative elements of societies in which they were embedded, 
especially when used in conjunction with historical documentation that allows not only 
greater understanding of the decisions that individuals make when taking specific actions, 
but sometimes the emotions, thoughts, feelings and consequences for others that those 
decisions imply.  With In Small Things Forgotten (1977), Deetz began his discussions of 
New England archaeological strategies with short stories that embedded material culture 
into a fictional account of an individual’s daily life.  Not only were everyday actions 
discussed (cooking a stew, chiseling gravestones, etc.), but Deetz’s vignettes included 
thoughts, emotions, and motivations that led to actions observable in the material record. 
Deetz’s remarks on household archaeology and his ideas about telling a ―good‖ 
story were whimsically celebrated in a 1998 issue of Historical Archaeology in which a 
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handful of seasoned archaeologists were encouraged to have fun and tell a few stories 
about some projects they had worked on.  Most articles were not meant to be taken too 
seriously, as the issue’s editor states outright in the issue’s introduction (Praetzellis 
1998:2) but as many stories do, they became the source of inspiration for subsequent 
research.  Several articles in the issue (e.g., Cook 1998; Ryder 1998; Yamin 1998) delved 
not just into the personal artifacts observed on excavations, but at the very personalities 
they implied.  A series of more serious articles were produced in the mid-late 2000s, 
offering not only new perspectives on household archaeology in general (Beck and Hill 
2004), but at how certain artifacts served to signal either status (Nassaney and Brandão 
2009), struggle (Saunders 2009), or health (White 2009b).  With the publication of these 
articles in the late 2000s, there was a departure from Deetz’s quantitative approach, in 
which he examined large numbers of artifacts with regard to shifting preferences and 
social trends, to a focus on individual artifacts and their qualities. 
When considering whether or not a quantitative versus a qualitative approach is 
more appropriate when addressing a research objective, a researcher must recognize that 
not all questions lend themselves to either approach.  When examining connections 
between Africa and African-Americans, Mark Leone et al (2005) explored the complex 
symbology and meaning of religious artifacts with regard to their temporal, geographical, 
and social contexts.  With a qualitative approach, Leone was able to draw correlations 
between communities in the context of an African diaspora throughout North America. 
After my development of a catalogue which provided a quantitative overview of 
the data provided by Malouf’s excavations, I used a qualitative approach to focus on the 
few artifacts that stand out from military uniformity. This not only allowed me to explore 
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what Mary Beaudry termed ―microhistories‖ in the lives of historical individuals 
(Beaudry 2011:145-146), but to suggest an association with a specific individual 
identified through the historical record.  Although every individual who spent time at Fort 
Missoula has their own story to tell and could conceivably have deposited any of the 
artifacts, there was one identified soldier stationed at the fort from 1888 to 1898 who fits 
the profile of some of the ―microhistory‖ artifacts: Sergeant Mingo Sanders of the 25th 
Infantry, B Company.  His role at Fort Missoula will be discussed after establishing 
which artifacts represent military structure, and how non-conforming items can be 
interpreted on an individual scale. 
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Chapter  4: Methods 
 
 
Introduction 
 Before examining elements of agency and individualism within a larger structural 
context, it was essential to determine whether the Fort Missoula collection would allow 
such an analysis.  From September 2009 to March 2011 I had the opportunity to re-
process and examine the Fort Missoula collection.  Since no one had shown an interest in 
the collection since its excavation, little was known about the assemblage, and nothing at 
all was initially known regarding provenience. 
 
Figure 4.1. The Saint Mary's Mission collection in its original packaging.  Both the Fort Missoula and 
the St. Mary’s collections were excavated in the early 1980s by Carling Malouf and Duane Hampton, 
and stored the same way. 
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 My first exposure to the collections that would eventually become my thesis 
occurred in September of 2009.  After discussing some possibilities for thesis topics, Dr. 
Kelly Dixon put me in contact with Bethany Campbell, whose M.A. thesis was dedicated 
to organizing the University of Montana’s Anthropological Curation Facility.  When 
asked if there were any collections in the repository that ―needed some love,‖ I was given 
the opportunity to work with artifacts from either St. Mary’s Mission, a Jesuit church 
near Stevensville, Montana, or Fort Missoula. 
 Although my colleagues suggested that St. Mary’s mission would provide better 
research opportunities, the idea of working with collections from a military post, that is, 
from Fort Missoula, was more appealing given my interests in structure and agency.  I 
eventually ended up re-cataloguing both collections
1
, but in those early days there was 
really no way of telling which project would have been the better choice.  Although no 
photographs of the Fort Missoula collections were taken prior to processing, the state of 
St. Mary’s artifacts were almost identical and are noted here (Figure 4.1) to give an idea 
of what I first encountered.  The original storage methods mostly employed the ―throw 
everything in the field bags, and throw those bags into liquor boxes‖ approach, thus 
leading to the necessary step of re-processing the collections for my thesis. 
 In an ideal archaeological project, methods will follow a fairly straightforward 
series of steps: (1) ask a question that may be answered through material culture; (2) 
determine an area to be surveyed or excavated; (3) process and analyze artifacts; and (4) 
                                               
1 Once the St. Mary’s collection was re-organized and catalogued, we not only discovered that provenience 
was often indeterminate, but that no artifacts could be associated with the 19th-century period of mission 
use.  Correspondence with the original excavators (Duane Hampton 2011, pers. comm.) indicated that 
Malouf and Hampton may have placed excavation units in areas not associated with the mission. 
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develop conclusions based on collected data.  The nature of the Fort Missoula collections 
prevented such a process since the artifacts were collected by University of Montana 
crews years ago, long before my involvement with the material culture recovered from 
the fort.  Moreover, other than an artifact catalogue, no field notes, maps, or any other 
documentation appeared to exist. 
 This project, therefore, had to follow a different series of methodological steps; 
(1) process and analyze the collections; (2) re-establish provenience; (3) determine 
whether the collections could be studied within a framework of agency theory; and (4) 
analyze the material.  Steps 1, 2, and 3 will be discussed in this chapter, with the results 
and conclusions to be discussed in chapters 5 and 6.  The methods outlined here are 
intended to provide a template for future researchers attempting to examine collections 
excavated in previous decades.  
 The first research goal of this thesis was to determine the value of Carling 
Malouf’s collections after my re-processing effort.  Once that task was completed, my 
second research goal could be addressed: to examine individual actions and to determine 
how people living at Fort Missoula established themselves as members of a military 
community.  As noted in chapter 3, the focus on individuals follows current trends by 
historical archaeologists (Beaudry 1998; White 2009a), particularly attempts at moving 
past household assemblages into the realm of the individual (Beaudry 2009; Hodge 
2009). 
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Laboratory Methods, 2009 – 2010 
 When I first approached the Fort Missoula collections in the fall of 2009, they 
occupied roughly 14 linear feet of storage space and were the product of three decades of 
excavation.  Seven boxes of artifacts, excavated in 1989, 1996, and 1997, had been 
recovered by Dr. Tom Foor in the Officers Row area of the fort.  Two additional boxes 
were from Dr. Foor and Dr. Kelly Dixon’s 2004 excavations (part of an ANTH 353 
Archaeological Survey class) in the same area.  The remaining five linear feet were 
comprised of artifacts excavated by Dr. Carling Malouf, but little was known about them.  
An artifact catalogue, compiled between 1983 and 1985, was the only available 
documentation other than field provenience scribbled onto the artifact bags.  Since the 
least was known about the Malouf excavations, they became the focus of this thesis and 
required roughly 1500 total man-hours of lab processing and historical research.  
Collections produced by Tom Foor’s 1989, 1996, and 1997 excavations were re-
organized and curated according to University of Montana housing standards (University 
of Montana 2010), and the collections from Tom Foor and Kelly Dixon’s 2004 
excavations did not require additional curatorial work. 
 When Malouf’s Fort Missoula collections were removed from storage for 
processing, they were first sorted into their respective years of excavation, unit, and 
depth.  Provenience was provided by the original field bags, in which the artifacts were 
still housed.  Although location information from the site of Fort Missoula was not 
provided on the bags, they were remarkably descriptive.  Figure 4.2, a scan of one of the 
bags, shows a typical example of the types of information recorded when the artifacts 
were recovered in the field.  This information mirrored the provenience provided by the 
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catalogue later developed by Malouf and Hampton in their lab (though none of the 
artifacts were cleaned or processed), and was regarded as reliable and consistent 
throughout the Malouf collection.  
 
Figure 4.2. A field bag fragment from 1985.  The provenience listed on field bags were the only 
indications of where artifacts were recovered. 
 
 Once sorted according to provenience, the artifacts were cleaned and processed 
according to their material type.  Glass and ceramic items were submerged in water and 
scrubbed with a soft-bristled toothbrush.  Metal, faunal, and all other material types were 
lightly dry-brushed with a soft-bristled toothbrush, with the few exceptions being artifacts 
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deemed too fragile to treat.  The items were then sorted according to their material type 
and analyzed. 
 Measurements taken during processing can be reviewed in Appendix A.  In 
general, each catalogued item was examined for diagnostic characteristics, manufacturing 
techniques, and manufacturer marks that would indicate an artifact’s date and function.  
If such characteristics were found, they were given their own artifact number and placed 
in a colorless polypropylene bag with an artifact tag (see Figure 4.3). 
 
 
Figure 4.3. Artifacts from Trench 2, excavated in 1983, in the process of re-organization and analysis. 
 
Determining the manufacturing dates of artifacts was done through the use of, but 
not exclusively, the following references:  Toulouse, Julian: Bottle Makers and their 
Marks (1971); Fike, Richard. The Bottle Book (1987); The Parks Canada Glass Glossary 
(1987); Intermountain Antiquities Computer System (2001); Albert, Alphaeus. Record of 
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American Uniform and Historical Buttons 1775 – 1968 (1969); and Bearse, Ray. 
American Centerfire Rifle Cartridges 1892 – 1963 (1966). 
Evaluating the original purpose of artifacts is a bit of a subjective endeavor, and 
may not reflect multiple use artifacts, or artifacts that were re-used, modified, etc. (e.g., 
Busch 1987).  Despite these limitations, I used a modified version of Roderick Sprague’s 
Functional Classification Index (1981) as a framework for evaluating the original purpose 
of objects.  This system is one used I used on previous projects (McMurry 2007; Barna 
2008), and it is similar to the one used for a previous Malouf collection (Merritt 2010).  
Once the artifacts were analyzed and catalogued according to identified functional 
categories, I tallied the number of artifacts in each category and used that data as a basis 
for comparison with an assemblage from a contemporary fort (Fort Mackinac), taking 
into account both quantitative analysis and qualitative criteria for establishing both 
military structure and individual action within that context. 
Malouf’s original catalogue, after being used to support provenience information 
from the field bags, was no longer usable.  As Figure 4.4 shows, artifacts of differing 
material types were catalogued under the same number, and there was very little (if any) 
indication of metric measurements taken during the catalogue process.  Ultimately, the 
new catalogue will allow for easier examination of different artifact types. 
Once the artifacts were processed and catalogued, they were placed into archive-
grade storage bags and boxes and curated according to current standards of the University 
of Montana Anthropological Curation Facility (2009).  The total storage space occupied 
by the Malouf collection is 4 linear feet, bringing the total space occupied by Fort 
Missoula artifacts to 12 linear feet. 
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Figure 4.4. A page from the original catalogue developed by Malouf between 1983 and 1985 
(inclusive).  Although provenience was established for excavation  unit and depth, the location of the 
units was not immediately apparent. 
 
Historical Research 
 Since no field documentation was originally associated with the artifacts, a great 
deal of detective work was required to determine where the excavations took place and to 
understand why Malouf chose to excavate in the first place.  Investigations into the 
Carling Malouf Papers and the Fort Missoula collection at the Mansfield Archives housed 
at the University of Montana provided no information of Malouf’s activities at the fort, 
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nor did Montana Historical Society records at the Montana Historical Society in Helena.  
A single memo, tucked into the Fort Missoula Annual Use Report folder in the College of 
Arts and Sciences Records at the Mansfield Archives, indicates Malouf had begun 
archaeological work at Fort Missoula in 1981 (Figure 4.5).  A series of photographic 
slides from the Duane Hampton Papers, also housed at the Mansfield Archives, shows 
Malouf and his crew excavating a unit in 1983 (Figure 4.6).  This unit, Trench 2, was the 
only unit where an exact provenience could be deciphered (Figure 4.7).  Further 
information was provided by the Fort Missoula archaeological site reports, as well as 
various cultural resource reports by Patrick Light (2000) and Dan Hall (2003).  With the 
information from these sources, it was possible to determine Malouf’s motivation for 
excavating. 
 
Figure 4.5. An inter-departmental memo from Malouf discussing archaeological activities at Fort 
Missoula.  This memo is the only instance found that mentions the Fort Missoula excavations.  
Courtesy of the Mansfield Archives, Missoula MT. 
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Figure 4.6. Trench 2 being excavated in 1983.  Photo courtesy of the Mansfield Archives, Missoula, 
Montana. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.7. Trench 2 in relation to the Fort Missoula district.  Mapped using ArcGIS 10. 
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Field Methods, 1981-1985 
 Investigations into the dump area of Fort Missoula began in 1981, when Carling 
Malouf first recorded the area as a site distinct from the Fort Missoula Historic District 
(Light 2000).  At the time, he noted several bottles, dishes, and other cultural materials 
protruding from the eroding riverbank (Malouf 1982) and determined that there existed 
about three feet of cultural deposition with a date range from the 1870s to the 1980s.  His 
recommendation at the time called for testing and excavation before erosion from the 
Bitterroot River eventually washed everything away. 
 From the spring of 1983 until spring in 1985 Malouf, as part of a historical 
archaeology class co-taught with Dr. Duane Hampton of the history department, 
excavated test units within the site boundaries (Malouf 1983).  In addition to teaching 
students excavation methods, Malouf intended their research to allow for greater 
understanding of a very complex series of deposits and further explore Fort Missoula’s 
past. 
 Excavations took place on April 9 and 23 1983, the April 24 1984, and May 18 
1985.  A total of five test units were established, with any recovered cultural material 
placed in brown paper bags marked with provenience information (e.g., Figure 4.1).  
Provenience included site, date, unit, depth, and sometimes the individuals who 
excavated.  Field notes and site maps were also drawn in the field and kept with the 
artifacts after fieldwork was completed (Duane Hampton 2011, pers. comm.).  After 
fieldwork, the artifacts were transported to the University of Montana, where they were 
catalogued, labeled, and drawn.  After the catalogue was completed, the artifacts were 
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returned, uncleaned, to their original field bags and placed in the University of Montana 
Anthropological Curation Facility. 
 The work done by Malouf and Hampton from 1983-1985 has largely gone 
unnoticed.  Patrick Light of Lone Wolf Archaeology mentioned the dump excavations 
during a cultural resource report in 2000, and Malouf himself discussed digging at the 
dump during consultations by Western Cultural, Inc. as part of a recreational complex 
construction project (Hall 2003).  But when Fort Missoula was nominated for the 
National Register of Historic Places, no mention was made of Malouf’s efforts (National 
Park Service 1987).  In fact, despite incorporating the dump site number (24-MO-0188) 
into the Fort Missoula historic district (24-MO-0266), the boundaries established by the 
National Register nomination did not include the area of the dump as established when 
Malouf made the initial recording (1982).  Since the area of the dump remains 
undeveloped, no further research, excavations, or work have been done.  The artifacts 
ultimately remained in the curation facility, untouched and neglected, for decades. 
 
Fruits of Their Labor: What Can be Used From Malouf’s Efforts 
 Despite Malouf’s crews’ three trips to the fort’s dump site and the excavation of 
five areas, only artifacts from Trench 2 were plotted in relation to surrounding features at 
Fort Missoula.  All other excavation units placed by Malouf and Hampton exist in 
undetermined locations, and cannot be reliably used for an analysis of Fort Missoula.  
Yet, by examining individual artifacts from Trench 2, and analyzing them as 
representative of agency within a framework that takes into account both human agency 
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and the context of military activity, these objects are expected to reflect the nuances of 
individual actions amid the structure of a collective context. 
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Chapter 5: Results 
 
Introduction 
 Here I summarize data collected from Malouf’s 1983-1985 excavations at the Fort 
Missoula dump area.  As previously mentioned, a large percentage of the material 
recovered from Fort Missoula was not provenienced, but I was able to determine 
provenience for materials from Trench 2, which was excavated in the fort’s dump.  To 
catalogue these artifacts, I assigned functional categories and then compared the materials 
to another military assemblage from Fort Mackinac on Mackinac Island, Michigan.  
Although the Mackinac project was a great deal more extensive than the excavations at 
Fort Missoula, both projects involved investigations of dump areas with artifacts dating 
from the 1890s.  As stated in chapter 3, a qualitative approach to examining artifacts was 
more appropriate than focusing on the quantitative patterns between the assemblages.  
This strategy was chosen for two reasons, the first being that pattern outliers are more 
easily identified as the product of individual agency in contrast with overall patterns.  
Second, David Brose’s report on the Fort Mackinac excavations (1967) detailed the types 
of artifacts found, but did not provide any quantification of the overall assemblage.  Thus, 
although artifact patterns from Fort Missoula may be examined in and of themselves, 
comparing the overall assemblage in a statistical framework to Fort Mackinac was 
determined to be inconclusive for my thesis. 
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The Assemblage at a Glance 
 Malouf and Hampton’s crews excavated 1810 individual artifacts from the Fort 
Missoula dump between 1983 and 1985 (Figure 5.1).  With the exception of Trench 2, the 
amount of material recovered was fairly modest. 
 
Figure 5.1. The number of artifacts Malouf and Hampton’s teams excavated per unit, per year in the 
dump at Fort Missoula.  Note that after recovering the bulk of the assemblage in 1983, Malouf did 
not expand Trench 2, his most productive unit. 
 
 In the field, Malouf employed different excavation strategies for various units.  
Since only one unit was located within the site, it is difficult to judge whether they were 
excavated differently to accommodate natural features, time constraints, or other factors.  
From what information I had, I learned the following about each unit: 
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Riverbank, 1983:  Before placing any formal excavation units, Malouf and an 
unknown number of crew members walked along the right (east) bank of the 
Bitterroot River.  During their surface survey, they picked up 23 complete bottles 
from what they thought was a collector’s pile.  The original depth of these bottles 
is unknown, as is the location they were discovered.  Most of the artifacts are 
empty medicine bottles and vials from the 1940s. 
Trench 1, 1983:  Trench 1, Malouf and Hampton’s first test excavation, was taken 
down to a depth of 40cm.  The artifacts produced from this unit date from the 
1930s and 1940s, suggesting that Malouf set the unit in an area near the 
collector’s pile.  At this time, the location and dimensions of Trench 1 are 
unknown. 
Trench 2, 1983:  The second trench placed by Malouf was his most productive.  
Over 90% of the materials excavated between 1983 and 1985 came from Trench 
2, with all of the artifacts dating to the 1890s.  Oriented north/south, Trench 2 was 
excavated in four separate sections, each 1m long, about 75cm wide, and 50cm 
deep.  The crew maintained vertical control by digging three arbitrary levels: level 
1 was 0-20cm, level 2 was 20-40cm, and level 3 was 40-50cm below surface, 
terminating when excavators reached sterile soil (see Figure 5.2 for a profile 
photo). 
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Figure 5.2. Profile photo of Trench 2 showing stratigraphy.  The lighter colored  sediment appears to 
be part of a pre-fort floodplain.  Excavation was halted at 50cm below surface, probably when they 
encountered the floodplain level.  Photo courtesy of the Mansfield Archives, Missoula MT. 
 
Bottlecap Unit, 1984:  Although the 1983 units, particularly Trench 2, exposed 
areas with high artifact density, Malouf chose to explore other sections of the 
dump and confirm it had been used for trash disposal since the fort’s 
establishment.  The Bottlecap Unit, also referred to as ―The Chicken Bone Pit‖ on 
field bags, produced artifacts manufactured in the 1950s.  Though the length and 
width of this unit are unknown, it was excavated in two levels: the first from 0-
20cm, and the second from 20-80cm.  As with Trench 1, the location of the 
Bottlecap Unit is undetermined. 
Pit 85-A:  When Malouf returned in 1985 to complete his excavations, he 
established this unit in yet another area.  Though its exact location is unknown, 
field bag provenience indicated that it was on the ―Riverbank, east 100 yards.‖  
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Pit 84-A was excavated first to a depth of 10cm, then to 18 inches (switching 
between metric and English measurements while maintaining vertical control), 
and produced artifacts from the 1970s. 
Pit 85-B:  The last unit established, the location of Pit 85-B is also undetermined.  
With dimensions measuring 84 inches long, 32 inches wide, and 24 inches deep, 
this excavation unit was dug in two 12 inch levels, and produced artifacts dating 
from the 1970s. 
 
 Reviewing the wide date range of artifacts recovered (Table 5.1), Malouf’s 
collections indicate that, despite sporadic military activity at the fort, the dump area was 
the focus of what some archaeologists call the ―Arlo Guthrie Trash-Magnet Effect‖ (Wilk 
and Schiffer 1979; Beck and Hill 2004).  In this scenario, people tend to deposit refuse in 
areas where refuse already exists.  Since the dump had been established on a shelf near 
the Bitterroot River, out of sight of nearby buildings, it presented a convenient place for 
people to dispose of bottles, boots, and other items throughout most of the late 19th and 
20th centuries. 
 Excavation Unit 
# of 
Artifacts 
Date of Artifact 
Manufacture 
 
Riverbank 23 1930s 
Trench 1 126 1930s and 1940s 
Trench 2 1487 1890s 
Bottlecap Unit 70 1950s 
85-A 49 1970s 
85-B 55 1970s 
Total: 5 Units 1810 1890 through 1970s 
 
Table 5.1. All excavation units and the date ranges of artifacts recovered. 
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Trench 2: Crown Jewel of Fort Missoula 
 With no intrusive artifacts from later dates, Trench 2 represents a sample of refuse 
from the mid-1890s, a time when the 25th Infantry was stationed at the fort.  Although 
involved in several activities during their stay which included breaking labor strikes in 
Montana and South Dakota, repair of Mullan Road, and various drills on fort grounds, the 
25th Infantry was also part of the Bicycle Corps which formed during this period.  
Although no bicycle parts were recovered, a fair number of personal items were 
recovered that illustrate the relationship between soldiers and military structure. 
 The majority of artifacts were found in the upper two levels of the trench, 
between the surface and a depth of 40cm (Figure 5.3).  As depth reached 50cm below 
ground surface, artifact density declined, with the exception of meter 4.  Closer to the 
riverbank, the surface of this section of Trench 2 may have been slightly lower to begin 
with – a factor not taken into effect when using the same depth datum throughout the 
trench. 
 Ordinarily, deposited artifacts will often mend with items in neighboring levels 
and units.  In the case of Trench 2, several artifacts mended to others with a great deal of 
space in between.  For instance, a piece of ceramic found in level 1 of meter 1 mended 
with a ceramic fragment from level 3 of meter 3.  Several other artifacts mended in a 
similar fashion, allowing for the rejection of level and unit boundaries in analysis.  Items 
within a level can be considered to have an equal relationship with artifacts from other 
levels and meters, and so I consider Trench 2 as a single inclusive unit for analysis. 
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Figure 5.3. Distribution of artifacts within Trench 2.  The highest percentage of artifacts were 
recovered between a depth of 20cm and 40cm. 
 
 As previously mentioned, artifact function closely followed the frontier pattern of 
archaeological assemblages established by Stanley South in 1978.  In a frontier pattern, 
items related to architecture (e.g., nails, flat glass, etc.) occur far more frequently than 
domestic items (e.g., serving vessels, drinking glasses, etc.).  After eliminating the 
artifacts with no identified function, which represented over 60% of the assemblage, the 
majority of what was left consisted entirely of structural materials in the form of flat glass 
and nails.  The rest of the artifacts represented items of a personal nature, indulgences, 
and utilities (Figure 5.4).  Many artifacts were fragmented and so could be identified 
according to item type (e.g., bottle glass), but could not be assigned a functional category.  
For instance, a great deal of bottle glass was recovered with no diagnostic characteristics.  
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Despite clearly being identified as bottles, the contents of the bottle, and subsequently the 
function, was indeterminate. 
 
Figure 5.4. Artifacts from Trench 2 according to function. 
 
 To address the second research goal of this thesis, I examined items that may 
reflect individual preference, agency, or identity.  These artifacts fall under the functional 
categories of Personal, Domestic, Arms, and Indulgences.  The category of Arms was 
included after observing inconsistencies between cartridge type and bullet weight, which 
will be discussed later.  Categories of sub-function were also identified (Figure 5.5) to 
provide a visual overview of what types of artifacts make up each category. 
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Figure 5.5. Detailed functions of artifacts to be examined through the framework of agency. 
 
 These personal items, separated from other function categories such as 
Architecture, Hardware, etc., can be compared with similar items from other forts.  Fort 
Mackinac in Michigan, excavated in the mid-1960s, provided an extensive record of 
material culture from several periods of military activity, one of which overlapped with 
the Bicycle Corps era of Fort Missoula.   
 
Fort Mackinac: A Comparative Study 
 Fort Mackinac is located on Mackinac Island, Michigan near the straits of Lake 
Michigan and Lake Huron (Figure 5.6), and was originally established in 1781 by the 
British to maintain control over water trade routes.  After the War of 1812 between the 
United States and Britain ended in 1814, the fort was transferred to U.S. control and 
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remained active until 1895, although the fort was not involved in any conflicts.  In 1965, 
excavations took place in a dump area similar to the one at Fort Missoula.  Although the 
project took place eighteen years before Malouf’s spring 1983 excavations at Fort 
Missoula, materials from Fort Mackinac were remarkably similar to those produced by 
Malouf’s efforts.  When a report was compiled detailing the excavation’s results (Brose 
1967), a detailed description of the types of artifacts recovered was produced, but little 
statistical information was given that could be compared with the assemblage from Fort 
Missoula.  Since my thesis focused on the nature of individual artifacts, and their 
implications for individual agency of their users, the overall pattern from Fort Mackinac 
was less important than the nature of specific artifacts themselves, and correlations 
between the two forts could be developed. 
 In addition to Fort Mackinac’s use as an infantry post for roughly the same time 
period as Fort Missoula, artifacts were recovered from stratigraphic levels representing 
very narrow use periods (Figure 5.7).  Levels VII and VIII, dating from 1891 through 
1895, were deposited around the same time period as items from Trench 2 at Fort 
Missoula.  If an overt military structure was present, I expected to observe close 
correlations between the two forts within these units and levels. 
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Figure 5.6. The location of Fort Mackinac, Michigan, on the straits between Lake Michigan and Lake 
Huron.  Mapped using ArcGIS 10. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.7. Stratigraphic levels from Fort Mackinac's dump area and their associated era.  Trench 2 
yielded artifacts from the mid-1890s. 
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Material Culture of a Military Structure 
 From a qualitative standpoint where artifact types were compared, the 
assemblages from Fort Missoula and Fort Mackinac were very similar and provided an 
excellent framework for establishing the context of military structure through which 
agency could be addressed.  With the context established through the following 
comparable artifact types, shifts from this established uniformity can be observed. 
 Personal Artifacts: The largest subcategory of personal artifacts from Fort 
Missoula was that of apparel.  This was to be expected, since uniform parts were included 
with this category (military buttons were included under the uniform category).  Several 
boot fragments, including a complete sole section (Figure 5.8) and clasps (Figure 5.9), 
were recovered by Malouf, although no comparative boots were indicated to have been 
found at Fort Mackinac. 
 
Figure 5.8. Standard issue Brogan boot from Fort Missoula.  Photo by Rose Campbell. 
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Figure 5.9. Clothing clasps from Fort Missoula. 
 
 Other common artifacts recovered were uniform buttons.  In both forts, standard 
general service infantry buttons were recovered (Figure 5.10).  These buttons were 
standard for infantry soldiers from 1854 until 1902, when they were replaced with a style 
which included a circular ―great seal‖ design above the Phoenix (Albert 1969).  In an 
examination of uniform insignia at Fort Hoskins, Oregon, Justin Eichelberger (2011) 
indicated that buttons with an ―I‖ recessed within the Phoenix’s shield were issued to 
officers, while a Phoenix button with a striped shield was to be attached to the uniforms 
of enlisted men.  Both styles were recovered from Fort Missoula, but since lost buttons 
were often replaced with non-standard substitutes (the collection examined by 
Eichelberger revealed 23% of identifiable buttons were non-standard), it is difficult to say 
that certain buttons were only used by officers. 
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Figure 5.10. Military buttons from Fort Missoula (top) and Fort Mackinac (bottom, illustrated). All 
buttons were standard-issue infantry apparel during the late 19th century. Illustrations from Brose 
1967. 
  
 Besides uniform parts, items related to personal hygiene were also found.  Both 
Fort Missoula and Fort Mackinac produced bone toothbrushes (Figure 5.11).  In the case 
of Mackinac, the handles of the brushes were often personalized with the names or 
initials of their owners.  Only one toothbrush head was recovered at Fort Missoula, and 
unfortunately, it was missing the handle.  
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Figure 5.11. Toothbrushes from Fort Missoula (top) and Fort Mackinac (bottom). 
 
 Other personal artifacts reflected similarities between forts.  Both dump areas 
contained Carter’s Ink bottles (Figure 5.12), dating to the early-mid 1890s (Lindsey 
2011), which I placed under the personal category of writing.  Carter’s Ink, based out of 
Boston, Massachusetts, was the largest producer of ink in the late 19th century (Faulkner 
2003), and would have been easily obtainable by not only military suppliers, but local 
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merchants in the Missoula area.  Also present were a plethora of alcoholic beverage 
containers, including beer, wine, and spirits bottles. 
 
Figure 5.12.  Ink bottles from Fort Missoula (left) and Fort Mackinac (right).  From Fort Mackinac, 
bottles A and E were Carter's Ink bottles. 
 
 Domestic Artifacts:  The broad category of domestic artifacts was mostly 
represented by ceramic dishware.  Although Fort Missoula did not have very many 
diagnostic ceramic artifacts, a detailed analysis of the ceramics was undertaken at Fort 
Mackinac, suggesting that later periods of the fort’s use saw an increase of items 
imported from an ever-increasing geographic area.  The only really comparable item was 
a small fragment of a plate or platter from Fort Missoula that retained a partial ―U.S. 
Quartermaster Department‖ stamp on the base (Figure 5.13).  Similar items were found at 
Mackinac – in fact, serving ware marked with the U.S.Q.M.D. stamp accounted for 38% 
of all ceramics recovered.  Such a finding is to be expected, since the U.S. Quartermaster 
Department (U.S.Q.M.D.) maker’s mark is found at most sites associated with U.S. 
military occupation (Eichelberger 2011; Marcotte 2011). 
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Figure 5.13. United States Quartermaster stamped ceramics from Fort Missoula (top) and Fort 
Mackinac (bottom).  Although Fort Mackinac produced tens of U.S.Q.M.D. ceramics, Fort Missoula 
conclusively yielded only one. 
 
 Besides domestic artifacts related to food service, additional artifacts from Fort 
Missoula represent other needs and activities. A chandelier fragment (also Figure 5.14) 
evokes images of a more opulent ambiance than is expected of traditional barracks at a 
military outpost. While it is possible that the officers’ quarters had more elegant lighting, 
the origin and use of a chandelier remains a mystery of the events taking place during the 
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1890s at Fort Missoula. Other items remind us that soldiers were not the only ones using 
the dump. A small porcelain teacup handle—likely a toy (Figure 5.14) —suggests the 
presence of children, which implies families were among the residents at the fort, or at 
least among those who used the dump at the fort. Married enlisted men were among the 
residents at various military outposts, and we know that at least one soldier, Mingo 
Sanders, was known to have resided at Fort Missoula with his wife during the 1890s 
(Missoulian 2008). Families were also among those living at Fort Mackinac, as evident 
from the presence of doll remains (Figure 5.15) and historical documentation (Brose 
1967). With the noted presence of women at both forts, it is downright surprising that so 
few ―gendered artifacts‖ were found at Fort Missoula to date.  
 
Figure 5.14.  A small toy teacup handle and chandelier piece from Fort Missoula.   
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Figure 5.15.   Fragments of ceramic dolls recovered from Fort Mackinac.   
 
 Arms:  Both forts produced a prodigious amount of 45-70 ammunition, the 
standard caliber for the U.S. Army in the late 19th century.  These artifacts are ubiquitous 
throughout military sites of the period, and are not remarkable in and of themselves.  
They are only included because cartridges from Fort Missoula may have been re-loaded 
and re-used, while Brose (1967) does not mention whether this is the case at Fort 
Mackinac.  In a standard 45-70 cartridge chambered for rifles (the chambering indicated 
by an ―R‖ stamped on the base), a bullet weighing 500 grains was used (Bearse 1966).  
Carbine loads, however, were lighter, and used a 405 grain bullet in cartridges stamped 
with a ―C.‖  From Trench 2, the only cartridges recovered indicated that they were 
originally rifle loads.  The only bullet recovered (Figure 5.16) weighed 405 grains.  It 
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may have been the case that cartridges were being reloaded with lighter rounds and re-
used for target practice. 
 
Figure 5.16. 45-70 caliber ammunition from Fort Missoula.  The cartridge casings may originally 
have been chambered for a 500 grain bullet instead of the 405 grain bullet present at the top right. 
 
 Indulgences:  The presence of alcohol containers and tobacco paraphernalia are 
often prevalent on historic sites (e.g., South 1978; LeeDecker 1994), particularly in sites 
related to military activity (Vihlene 2008).  Alcoholic beverage containers abound at both 
sites, and apart from suggesting that alcohol was occasionally used by solders, they 
suggest little else.  Items related to tobacco use follow in suit.  Despite the low number of 
tobacco-affiliated artifacts at Fort Missoula, what was recovered mimics items from Fort 
Mackinac almost perfectly.  A single white clay pipe bowl from Trench 2 was 
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manufactured in a similar shape as pipes from various levels at Mackinac (Figure 5.17).  
The presence of tobacco paraphernalia is expected, considering that since the Civil War, 
rations of tobacco were provided to soldiers (Vihlene 2008:32-33) and were readily 
embraced by most of them. 
 
Figure 5.17.  White clay pipe bowls from Fort Missoula (left) and Fort Mackinac (right). 
 
 The provocative similarities of these categories of personal artifacts not only 
shows military uniformity in dress and munitions, but in the personal habits and 
indulgences of the soldiers themselves, even when not engaged in overt military activity.   
 
The Material Culture of Action and Individual Decisions 
 Despite conformity of dress and habit, there were instances of what Nassaney and 
Brandão (2009) refer to as ―intimate moments‖ of an individual in the material record.  
Since individuals are always engaged with their social and physical surroundings, we can 
consider such ―moments‖ as meaningful actions rich with contextual meaning. 
 The first such moment manifests itself with a bottle fragment.  Although bottles 
were historically re-used (Busch 1987), they were often used for a purposes of re-filling, 
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decoration, etc.  Artifact #83-331, however, shows a different strategy of use.  An early 
small-mouth external threaded finish, the lip has been carefully ground down 12cm 
towards the top of the threads (Figure 5.18), possibly so that the original cap could still be 
used after the finish lip was chipped.  This not only suggests that the bottle was filled 
with a substance other than what was originally in it, since holding the bottle upside 
down onto a grinding surface would spill the contents - and grinding the lip with the 
bottle in an upright position would lead to glass fragments contaminating the contents - 
but a conscious effort to conserve materials.  Modified artifact re-use was a fundamental 
aspect of life in areas where new materials were not readily available (Barna 2008). 
 
 
Figure 5.18. An early threaded bottle finish modified for re-use. 
 
 Another bottle, artifact #83-545 (Figure 5.19), is a colorless bottle originally filled 
with Hoyt’s cologne; embossing indicates it was shipped from Lowell, Massachusetts. 
Although Hoyt’s brand was a relatively inexpensive ―dime cologne‖ common among 
19th-century historic sites (Fike 1987), the presence of cologne at the fort suggests 
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individuals may have had concerns about their personal hygiene that went beyond simple 
wash routines.  No cologne or perfume bottles were observed at Fort Mackinac. 
 
Figure 5.19. A bottle of Hoyt's Cologne. 
 
 
Figure 5.20. A modified bone gaming die. 
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 Another artifact, #83-745, was originally catalogued by Malouf as a simple bone 
gaming die.  When the artifact was reexamined in 2010, it was immediately clear that the 
die was not used for an ordinary dice game.  With the exception of a side with six 
dimples in it, the die had been hand-modified so that all other sides had five dimples 
(Figure 5.20).  Initially suspecting the existence of a dice game requiring this type of die, 
I consulted experts familiar with the history of gambling and gambling materials (Eugene 
Hattori 2010, pers. comm.; Ron James 2010, pers. comm.) to try and track down 
documentation to validate this idea.  After some discussion and with no such game 
identified, it was suggested that the die might have been carved by a soldier with nothing 
else to do.  Once the chores are done and there isn’t anything else to occupy the mind, 
one should ―never underestimate what a person will do out of boredom‖ (Robert Leavitt 
2010, pers. comm.).  Perhaps it was the result of a casual destructive tendency.  Perhaps, 
as Eugene Hattori whimsically mentioned, it was the possession of a gambler who 
enjoyed playing with soldiers under dim kerosene lamps – soldiers who may have had a 
bit more wine than they should have.  Any number of interpretations could be made from 
this particular artifact, all of them interesting. 
 The final artifact suggesting an individual’s ―intimate moment‖ is the most 
intriguing and tells the most about an unknown soldier’s identity embedded within a 
military structure.  It is a small cuff button, similar to the ones discussed earlier in the 
chapter.  Damaged almost beyond recognition, careful examination under a magnifying 
lens revealed not a standard issue Phoenix button, but a state militia button imported from 
Minnesota (Figures 5.21 and 5.22).  At a glance, the Minnesota button might not seem 
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out of place on a uniform, but it was certainly not standard issue at Fort Missoula, 
Montana. 
 It may have traveled west with a member of the 25th Infantry.  Many of the 
soldiers had signed up for service in Minnesota (Bailey 1997), and it may have been 
included as part of a personal sewing kit belonging to an individual who was transferred 
between posts.  But as Veronica della Dora illustrated in her study of objects which travel 
between landscapes (2009), the paths of individuals and objects are often very different. 
 
Figure 5.21.  A cuff button from Trench 2, originally from Minnesota. 
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Figure 5.22.  Minnesota state militia buttons from the 19th century.  The button from Fort Missoula 
is the same type B.  Image from Albert, 1969. 
 
Of all 1487 artifacts recovered from Trench 2, less than 1% did not conform to military 
structure as determined by both South’s ideas of artifact patterns (1978) and comparisons 
with Fort Mackinac.  As previously discussed, it is not the frequency of relevant artifacts 
addressed by my thesis, but the nature of specific artifacts themselves with consideration 
to their context that is key to interpreting the nuances of individual agency amid a 
military structure, and the historical theme of Buffalo Soldiers in the American West 
(Buckley 2002; Patel 2009).  Once these artifacts of ―microhistory‖ were identified, their 
portrayal of 19th-century fort life can be examined.  One advantage historical 
archaeologists have in interpreting material culture is the ability to contrast artifacts with 
historical documentation, and to link physical manifestations of individual agency to 
specific people. With this in mind, chapter 6 discusses corollaries between an identified 
soldier’s role at Fort Missoula and the assemblage recovered from Trench 2.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions 
 
Revisiting Collections: Opportunities for Data Salvage 
 After the investment of over 1500 hours of labor, I transformed the majority of 
Malouf’s collections from a disorganized pile of artifacts into a well-provenienced 
material record from which a researcher may take any number of approaches for 
interpretation.  My first thesis objective was completed and brought about responsible 
storage and curation.  Moreover, my work implies that other unprovenienced collections 
may offer equivalent opportunities.  An archaeologist faced with similar work may 
become discouraged, overwhelmed and frustrated, but should never lose sight of our 
responsibilities as stewards of human history.  If good stewardship requires updating 
collections which were archived by long gone archaeologists, then we should engage 
these collections with the same enthusiasm as if we excavated them ourselves.  In the 
case of Fort Missoula collections, there was virtually nothing to lose other than time 
spent working.  In the end, a great deal of information was recovered, and new 
interpretations of life during 1890s fort occupation could be made. 
  
Discussion: Objects of Structure, Objects of Agency 
 In terms of artifact type and function, strong similarities were observed between 
the majority of artifacts from the dump sites at Fort Missoula and Fort Mackinac.  These 
similarities, whether including artifacts related to apparel, indulgences, hygiene, or items 
suggesting the presence of children, help establish a material record of fort life 
independent of geographical location. 
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 A discussion of agency would be incomplete without considering availability of 
various artifact types, whether that be clothing, food, or even personal artifacts.  Some 
personal artifacts create new—and unanswerable questions—about the ―microhistories‖ 
operating with the military structure of outposts like Fort Missoula. The recovery of the 
19th-century toy teacup handle suggests the presence of children—that is, at least one 
family—at the fort. While the toy teacup handle’s presence in the dump could be the 
result of any number of explanations, married enlisted men were not uncommon, and 
children were certainly among those living at places like Fort Missoula. Another 
provocative artifact is the chandelier piece; although this was not likely among the typical 
styles of lighting among the barracks, it certainly could have been used in an officer’s 
quarters and probably represented an effort to improve standards of living. Indeed, after 
observing high numbers of toys and other novel artifacts from Fort Mackinac, it was 
surprising that only two such artifacts were recovered from Fort Missoula. 
Knowing it might be impossible to determine how the toy and chandelier made 
their way to the Fort Missoula dump, I tried to find Quartermaster receipts to see if such 
records might reveal more information about the availability of these and other materials 
necessary for daily life.  Although I was not able to locate any Quartermaster’s receipts 
from the 1890s, correspondence from the Fort Missoula Quartermaster and the War 
Department in 1886 (Grant MaClay Collection) mentioned several supply contracts with 
various local businesses.  If local businesses were able to bring merchandise to Missoula, 
then it was available for purchase by the military.  Further supporting evidence of local 
merchant supply was an analysis of faunal remains, which revealed that residents of the 
fort were consuming a high number of beef backstrap and short rib sections in addition to 
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roast cuts.  Fauna from Mackinac, on the other hand, focused almost entirely on roasts 
and shank cuts during the same period. 
 Issues of agency, as mentioned in chapter 3, can be examined through either a 
quantitative approach (e.g., Renfrew 1982; Hodder 2000) or a qualitative approach.  
Although a quantitative comparison between Fort Missoula and Fort Mackinac would 
have been interesting, and would have allowed me to address issues of structure change 
over time between forts, Malouf’s excavations only produced usable artifacts from a very 
narrow period in time.  Not only did this eliminate my ability to compare changing 
temporal contexts, but so did the assemblage from Fort Mackinac, which was not 
quantified well enough to compare artifact patterns.  My best avenue for analysis, 
therefore, was to assume a qualitative approach and compare artifact classes within a 
military structure. 
 With striking similarities between fort assemblages established, my attention 
turned to examining ―outlier‖ items, that is, the objects interpreted as representing 
individual agency described at the end of chapter 5.  When examining these single 
artifacts, as I chose to do with the Fort Missoula collection, it is possible to focus on 
―microhistories‖ that allow discussion of the complexities of human involvement with 
their surroundings (Beaudry 2011:145-146) and allow for more nuanced interpretations 
of history (Lightfoot 2008).  Such interpretations can, in turn, be referenced to known 
individuals who were associated with the historical and cultural context of a given site.  
In the 1890s, the population of enlisted soldiers stationed at Fort Missoula was around 
200, consisting of four companies from the 25th Infantry (Rothermich 1936).  Although 
any number of them may have spent significant time in Minnesota prior to service at Fort 
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Missoula, two soldiers were definitively associated with Minnesota.  Private Travis 
Bridges, spent five years in the city of St. Cloud during his service (U.S. Register of 
Enlistments 1895) and was eventually discharged without honor while at Fort Missoula. 
The other soldier who had previously been in Minnesota, the aforementioned Mingo 
Sanders, was identified through a variety of historical sources (Moss 1897; Weaver 1992; 
Long 1991; Bailey 1997; Missoulian 2008) as someone whose role at Fort Missoula 
correlates with items of both military structure and agency. 
 
 
Figure 6.1. Mingo Sanders (black uniform seated in the center), as part of the 25th Infantry 
Company B baseball team.  Photograph from The Brownsville Raid, Weaver (1992). 
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 A soldier of excellent character, Sergeant Mingo Sanders (Figure 6.1) was 
transferred to Fort Missoula with the 25th Infantry B Company from Fort Snelling, 
Minnesota and participated in Lieutenant James A. Moss’s experiment with the Bicycle 
Infantry.  Together with his wife, Luella, they lived at the fort from 1888 until 1898, 
when Sgt. Sanders was called into action during the Spanish American War.  Not only 
was Sanders literate, serving as the Bicycle Corps’ logician, but was in charge of 
maintaining moral during the long bicycle expeditions to Lake MacDonald, Yellowstone, 
and Saint Louis, Missouri.  In 1897, when the Bicycle Corps traveled 1,900 miles to Saint 
Louis, Sanders was 39 years old and well into a career which would last 26 years. 
 Before associating any material culture to a single individual, I stress that in the 
case of the Fort Missoula collections, knowing the original owner of any artifacts is, 
without direct provenience, such as a name carved into a toothbrush handle, impossible.  
But Sanders’ documented history within the social and military context of Fort Missoula 
and within the context of African-Americans in the American West, but also the profile 
of not only the ―microhistory‖ artifacts, but of some personal artifacts conforming to 
military structure. 
 With this caveat, I attempt to integrate what is known about Sanders’ documented 
history within the social and military context of Fort Missoula and within the context of 
African-Americans in the American West. At least one artifact provides a connection 
with Minnesota, which could, in turn, represent an artifact that was used by Sanders. For 
example, one of the buttons’ (Figure 5.21) association with Minnesota coincided with the 
location of the fort from which Sanders was transferred immediately before arriving at 
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Fort Missoula. The presence of at least two Carter’s Ink bottles could have been used by 
anyone, but it is important to consider the fact that Sanders was literate and worked as the 
Bicycle Corps’ logician. The pragmatism implied by the modified re-use of a bottle, and 
the subsequent conservation of available resources, would be an ideal quality for a soldier 
in charge of determining long-term supply needs and ways to extend an item’s useful 
lifespan. 
 Similar associations of material culture to specific individuals have been done 
(e.g., Wilkie 2003; Beaudry 2009) and with the gradual accumulation of documentary 
resources, this avenue of interpretation provides an encouraging and engaging avenue for 
archaeological research.  This strategy of narrowing down an assemblage to one person is 
not without its criticism; as Wilkie addresses in her archaeological examination of 
artifacts and documentation associated with an African-American midwife, some scholars 
consider document-aided archaeology as amounting to little more than ―reading a book‖ 
(Wilkie 2003:xx).  I suggest that it is the intersection between documentation and 
materials that allows for a more engaging interpretation with the past, and that if 
contemporary documents can shed light on an assemblage, it would be irresponsible not 
to use them to flesh out the intricacies of daily life and individual decisions that may have 
been associated with objects unearthed by archaeologists. 
 
Recommendations for Future Research 
 If Trench 2 is any indication of the wealth of information still intact at the dump 
area, it should be the focus of any future excavations by the University of Montana that 
might take place within the Fort Missoula Historic District.  Although the site has not 
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eroded to the extent Carling Malouf feared when recording the area in 1981, the 
proximity of the dump to the Bitterroot River means that the dump will eventually be 
washed away.  Expanding Trench 2 would provide a larger artifact assemblage for study, 
and may provide additional examples of personal agency and military structure.  Further, 
if artifacts are found which date to previous periods of military activity, analyses of 
structure change may be made, and interpretations would no longer be limited to the 
qualitative approach I took in my thesis. 
 Provenience also needs to be established for all excavation units other than 
Trench 2 established by Carling Malouf and Duane Hampton between 1983 and 1985.  If 
any additional documentation is discovered which may give the units a geographical 
location, they would serve to explain in great detail the ways in which the Fort Missoula 
dump area was used since its establishment in 1877.  Overall, Fort Missoula offers many 
opportunities for archaeological research and engagement with Missoula’s past.  This 
thesis represents the beginning of this process. 
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